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Cut out and stick onto card

This clue is snug and cozy

Go and take a peep 

It’s underneath a pillow

Where you love to sleep

The clues right at home In a

tiny living room 

It’s too small for you to live 

Hurry…Find it soon

The next clue is hidden in

a place 

Where Daddy likes to

keep his socks

We hope they’re not too

smelly 

Or the clue will get a

shock!
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Cut out and stick onto card

You need to look near the

ground 

Take a torch if you must

Look under a place where

Mum and Dad snooze 

Watch out for the dust

Lift up the lid 

Of a basket not a box 

The next clue is hiding 

With dirty pants and socks!

This clue is hiding

somewhere 

Next to rubber ducks 

I hope no one turns the

tap on 

Quick…go and take a look
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Cut out and stick onto card

This clue is hiding in the

dark 

In somewhere rather smelly

We put these on to jump in

mud 

It’s hidden in a…

Go to where the coats 

Are hanging in the hall 

In which pocket will you find

your clue? 

You’ll have to search them

all

Mum carries this with her

everywhere 

It’s full of coins, keys and

tissues too 

Hunt amongst the

tangled mess 

To find your Easter clue
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Cut out and stick onto card

This clue is on some shelves

So go and take a look 

It’s hidden amongst words

and pictures 

Inside Mummy’s favourite…

This clue is shivering

Somewhere very cold 

With milk and eggs and ham

Find it... do as you’re told!

This clue is near a magic

box 

We like to watch each

day 

It shows pictures of

Peppa and Paw Patrol 

Go and find it right away!
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Cut out and stick onto card

We hope this clues not spinning

round 

With lots of soapy bubbles 

If Mummy turns the machine on 

The poor clue will be in trouble!


